
“Rousing! A wide-ranging knockabout jamboree.”
-Peter Rainer, THE CHRISTIAN SCIENCE MONITOR

“He was not just present at the creation of the Beat
Generation, he was also one of its midwives.”

-Daniel Gold, THE NEw YORk TIMES

“A pleasure.” -Alan Scherstuhl, VIllAGE VOICE

This incisive and entertaining portrait of American poet Lawrence Ferlinghetti explores 
his vital role as catalyst for numerous literary careers and for the Beat movement itself. 
Interviews with Ferlinghetti and others reveal a rich mélange of characters and events 
that unfolded in postwar America, including the publication of Allen Ginsberg’s Howl,           
William S. Burroughs’ Naked Lunch, and Jack Kerouac’s On the Road. In 1953 Ferling-
hetti opened City Lights Bookstore, which quickly evolved into an iconic institution 
symbolizing social change and literary freedom. Six decades later, it is still going.
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“Luminous, intimate & LoveLy.”
- THE NEW YORK TIMES

“a beautifully crafted, small gem of a film,
reminiscent of ‘stand by me’.”

- THIS WEEK IN NEW YORK

One of China’s foremost directors, Wang Xiaoshuai (Beijing Bicycle) has created a mov-
ing coming-of-age tale set in the final days of China’s Cultural Revolution.

11-year-old Wang lives with his family in a remote village in Guizhou province. Life is 
tough, but they make the most of what little they have. When Wang is selected to lead 
his school in their daily gymnastics, he is told he must wear a clean, new shirt, which 
forces his family to make a great 
sacrifice. Soon after, Wang has an 
encounter with a wounded, desper-
ate man on the run. In no time their 
fates are intertwined.
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“CRitiCs’ PiCK! a finely tuned, riveting drama.”
- NEW YORK MAGAZINE

“By turns wistful, hopeful and even funny,
balancing a momentous historical context with
a stirring evocation of childhood, ‘11 Flowers’

is among Wang Xiaoshuai’s finest films.” - VARIETY

Featuring Lawrence Ferlinghetti; allen Ginsberg;        
Pulitzer Prize winner Gary snyder; Dennis Hopper;     
former U.S. Poet Laureate Billy Collins; Dave eggers; 
anne Waldman; Obie Award winner Michael McClure; 
PEN Open Book Award winner Amiri Baraka; Bob 
Dylan and more.
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